
 

 
 
Park   Walk,   Whakanewha   Regional   Park  
 
T he   Park   Loop   (and   the   Te   Ara   Hura   walk),   starts   at   Nikau   Track,   across   Gordons   Road   opposite   the  
Whakanewha   Regional   Park   car   park.  
The   surface   is   flat   and   well   maintained   and   winds   its   way   through   the   regenerating   scrub.   
After   15   minutes,   it   crosses   a   small   stream   and   doubles   back   before   turning   north   and   climbing   through   forest  
of   progressively   larger   and   older   trees.   
The   steps   are   well-formed   with   distinctive   orange   Waiheke   gravel   covering   the   surface   and   making   for   easy  
going   even   along   the   steep   bits.   
At   a   junction   with   Tarata   Track,   the   left   direction   is   a   continuation   of   the   loop   but   a   worthwhile   diversion   is   on  
the   right-branching   track.   Five   minutes   along   is   Central   Track,   across   the   other   side   of   which   is   Mamuku   Track.  
Branching   off   this   is   the   Cascades   Track,   a   10-minute   loop   which   descends   through   a   cavernous   puriri   grove  
before   ascending   alongside   a   series   of   swimming   holes   and   the   picturesque   cascade   waterfalls.  
To   continue   the   Park   Loop,   backtrack   to   the   junction   with   Tarata   Track   and   continue   through   the   bush.  
The   track   hugs   and   steadily   climbs   the   southern   side   of   the   ridge,   skirting   around   immense   old-growth   gullies  
and   through   groves   of   pittosporum.   
The   track   continues   to   climb   for   the   next   hour,   with   views   opening   up   to   the   south   toward   Auckland’s   eastern  
suburbs.   It   then   exits   the   bush   at   Carsons   Road,   following   it   to   the   intersection   with   Gordons   Road,   which   is  
then   crossed   to   reach   the   start   of   Cathedral   Track.   This   follows   a   four-wheel-drive   road   down   through   manuka  
forest   alongside   groves   of   native   saplings.   After   20   minutes   a   slight   left   leads   onto   Dotties   Lane   Track   which  
gently   levels   out,   leading   through   wetland   and   eventually   ending   near   the   enclosed   dotterel   nesting   ground   on  
Rocky   Bay.   From   here   it’s   just   a   short   walk   along   the   sand   to   the   car   park.  
 
Access     Whakanewha   sculpture   car   park   at   Rocky   Bay  
Grade    Easy  
Time    2-3hr  
Distance    6km  
Total   ascent    285m  
Topo50   map    BA33  
 
Elevation   Profile  
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Disclaimer :   While   every   effort   has   been   made   to   map   this   route   correctly,    Wilderness    does   not   accept   responsibility   for   any   errors.   Users   should   plan   their   routes   and   gather   as   much   information   as  

possible   before   departing.   The   GPX   file   associated   with   this   route   has   been   drawn   using   Memory-Map   software,   version   6.   Use   descretion   when   following   the   route,   especially   when   no  
track   is   marked   on   the   map.    The   GPX   file   in   these   cases   are   a   ‘best   guess’   of   the   route   only.   Users   should   use   a   combination   of   GPS,   visual   observations,   maps   and   compass   to   find  

the   best   possible   route.    Memory   Map   shows   purple   tracks   and   hut   icons   as   verified   routes   and   huts.   Red   or   blue   routes   are   those   drawn   by   Wilderness.   
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